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Members Present Organization 

Carlson, Sherry Design Build Fire Protection 

Gall, Corey (Co-Chair) Sprinkler Fitters Local 183 

Klug, Kevin Dave Jones Inc.  

Radke, Eric Gruneau Fire Protection 

Sferra, Steve  (Co-Chair) United States Alliance Fire Protection 

Members Absent Organization 

Biel, Michael Sprinkler Fitters Local 183 

Driebel, Dan Sprinkler Fitters Local 669 

Kraft, Ron Sprinkler Fitters Local 183 

Consultants & Guests Organization 

Bernthal, Jamie Bureau of Apprenticeship Standards 

Burkette, Blair Blair Fire Protection 

Emrick, Leigh Associated Builders & Contractors 

Morgan, Karen Bureau of Apprenticeship Standards 

Smith, Owen  Bureau of Apprenticeship Standards 

Tourdot, Kelly Associated Builders & Contractors 



       
 
 
1.  The meeting was called to order at 10:03 a.m. by Steve Sferra, Committee Co-chair, in conformity with  
 Wisconsin Open Meeting Law.   
 
2.  A sign-in sheet was circulated to record those in attendance.  A quorum was not present.  
 
3.  The committee reviewed its current roster.   Steve revised his contact information.   
 
 Owen reviewed that a union contractor had asked to join the state committee as an Employer Member.  

Owen explained that the next contractor to join the Employer Members would have to represent a merit 
shop contractor so the percentages of union and merit shop contractors on that side of the committee 
would approximate the percentage of union and merit shop apprentices in the trade.  In addition, adding 
an Employer Member would require adding an Employee Member to balance the two sides of the 
committee.   

 
 The committee stated it was still interested in discussing increasing its size and tabled the discussion 

until the fall meeting because a quorum was not present.   
 
4.   Old Business 
 
 a.   Review the follow-up items from the previous meeting.  
 
 ii.  For action:  approve the minutes 
 The committee approved the minutes of the previous meeting as written.   
 
 ii.  For action: approve crosswalk to Youth Apprenticeship 

Karen Morgan informed the committee that it can approve or recommend changes to the crosswalk 
despite the lack of quorum.   

 
Jamie Bernthal summarized the focus group's recommendations.  First, the group recommended that 
youth apprenticeship sponsors track hours against the registered apprenticeship work processes.  
Jamie noted that this would be a change for YA sponsors because the required 450 hours are not 
required to be divided into categories.   Second, the focus group recommended youth apprenticeship 
graduates receive 100% credit for tasks that correspond to the "miscellaneous tasks" work process in 
the registered apprenticeship and 50% credit for other tasks.  

  
The committee asked the following questions:  

· Are youth apprentices required to have a license?  
Jamie answered that they are not required to have a license because they are assisting a 
licensed journey worker.  
 

· Would the youth apprentice be permitted to handle material on the job but not permitted to 
assist with or perform installation?  
Jamie confirmed that is correct.  Karen explained that the youth apprentice receives basic 
exposure to the trade, one step less exposure than a pre-apprentice.   



· Would the Bureau add the phrase "the sponsor may grant credit"?  
Jamie reminded the committee that all credit is at the discretion of registered apprenticeship 
sponsors.  He agreed to put language in the crosswalk to make that policy clear.  

 
· The committee again asked whether the licensed requirement for registered apprenticeship 

would be problematic in granting credit to youth apprenticeship graduates?   
Karen repeated that the youth apprentices are limited to assisting licensed journey workers 
and cannot perform or assist with performing installation.  So, the youth apprentices can 
receive credit towards duties that do not require a license, such as the duty "miscellaneous 
work processes."  

 
Karen called on the committee for a recommendation.  She explained that, due to the lack of quorum, 
the committee cannot formally approve the crosswalk today, but the Bureau will take the committee's 
recommendation so that it can proceed with finalizing the document.  The committee can then vote 
formally at the fall meeting for the record.  She asked the committee whether it recommended 
changes and whether it wanted the Bureau to postpone implementation until after the fall meeting.   

 
A general discussion followed on the union and merit-shop contractors that sponsor youth 
apprentices or other student learners in different construction occupations.  The committee agreed 
that exposing students to the construction industry gives them a valuable opportunity to determine 
whether they want to learn more about the careers or not.  Leigh added that two merit shop 
contractors have transitioned youth apprentices into the registered apprenticeship program for 
plumbing.  

 
Action:  the committee informally approved the crosswalk as written, but did request that the 
document emphasize that credit is at the discretion of the local committees.  The committee 
agreed that the Bureau finalize and release the crosswalk before the fall meeting.   

 
 iii.  Update on accepting ACT scores from applicants. 

Owen asked the committee to share feedback on how accepting ACT scores from applicants is 
working for the local committees.  For example, have any applicants submitted them?  Do the 
committees see trends in the scores?  Merit shop representatives shared that they are receiving more 
ACT scores more regularly, but the total is still small.  They noted that many high school transcripts 
include the scores on the top of the transcripts.  Union representatives shared that they have yet to 
receive ACT scores.   

 
 iv.  Update on discontinuing specific mechanical-spatial assessments 

Karen reviewed that the Department of Workforce Development will not legally support any local 
committee that is sued for using the Bennett Mechanical or Minnesota Paper assessment.  She noted 
that sponsors may use other, valid means of assessing mechanical and spatial aptitude.  For 
example, the Bureau and several technical colleges are trying out a very new mechanical-spatial 
assessment for the manufacturing industry.   Karen encouraged local committees to contact her for  
more information on valid alternative assessments.  

 
 b.  Revisions to CFR 29.30 (AA/EEO requirements).  

Karen reported that the CFR 29.30 has been revised and released.  She emphasized that more 
technical assistance is forthcoming from the Department of Labor.  This summer, she is sharing a 
broad overview with all state committees.  
 



Karen highlighted the following:  
· The regulations had not been updated in 40 years.  
· The regulations were updated because they were 40 years old; the updates will help employers 

attract a larger and more diverse pool of applicants; the revisions clarify and streamline the 
regulations to make it easier for sponsors to comply; and the changes will bring policies in line 
with current civil rights statutes an case law.  

· The changes include extended protections against discrimination; improve and clarify affirmative 
steps to ensure equal opportunity in apprenticeship; better defined the process for analyzing 
workforce and setting goals; include new affirmative steps for employing people with disabilities in 
apprenticeship; and clarify outreach, recruitment, and retention activities.  

· The impacts on Wisconsin will be that sponsors will need to update their non-discrimination 
pledges and the Bureau will update the apprentice application with EEOC supplemental 
information.  

· All sponsors will have to assign responsibility to an individual to oversee EEO activities; distribute 
EEO policy and conduct orientation and informational sessions; and conduct outreach and 
recruitment activities.  

· Anti-harassment obligations for all sponsors include providing anti-harassment training to all 
employees directly involved with training, supervising, or mentoring apprentices; making all 
facilities and apprenticeship activities available to all; and establish and implementing procedures 
for handling and resolving complaints.  

· Sponsors with five or more apprentices must have an affirmative action plan, must have utilization 
goals; and must engage in targeted outreach, recruitment, and retention activities.  

· Sponsors are allowed to use any method of entry as long as it is not discriminatory.  
· Sponsors must offer persons with disabilities three opportunities to self-identify:  upon applying; 

after the applicant has been accepted but before the apprenticeship begins; and one time 
thereafter.  

· The revisions provide the Bureau with more options for remediating sponsors that are out of 
compliance.   

· Last, the timeline for implementation is as follows:  during the summer of 2017, the Bureau will 
draft the new rule and hold a public hearing; during the fall of 2017, the formal rule making 
process will begin; and during the winter of the next year, 2018, the Bureau will submit its plan to 
the U.S. Department of Labor.  

 
Karen stated that the Bureau's goal is to give sponsors all the tools they need to be compliant and 
make positive changes for the future.   However, she emphasized that the Department of Labor has 
not issued any further guidance at this time and likely will not until its new secretary comes on board.  

 
Attendees did not have questions or comments.  

 
 c.  American Apprenticeship Grants (WAGE$) 

Karen summarized the scope and central activities of the three competitive federal grants the Bureau 
received through the U.S. Department of Labor.  The goal of each grant is to expand registered 
apprenticeship into new economic sectors, expand existing programs, and expand the system's 
capacity.  Each grant targets different activities and sectors.    

 
i.  WAGE$ 
The first grant the Bureau received is the Wisconsin Apprenticeship Growth and Enhancement 
Strategies (WAGE$), a five-year, $5 million American Apprenticeship grant.  The bottom line of 



WAGE$ is to register 1,000 new apprentices across advanced manufacturing, information 
technology, and health care apprenticeships.   
 
Efforts in advanced manufacturing include developing the new Mechatronics apprenticeship, a high-
level robotics occupation, which will begin at Waukesha County Technical College this fall; and 
expanding several existing manufacturing apprenticeships into technical college districts that currently 
do not offer them.  Karen noted that manufacturing apprentices have always been robust on the 
eastern side of the state, but the western side of the state has a strong base of employers that have 
not trained through registered apprenticeship.  So, WAGE$ will expand existing advanced 
manufacturing apprenticeships, such as the Welder-Fabricator program, to Eau Claire, La Crosse and 
Wausau.   

 
WAGE$ will promote youth apprenticeships and pre-apprenticeship readiness programs, as well. 
Several years ago, the German chambers of commerce made a big push in the U.S. to implement the 
German model of apprenticeship.   A key difference between the German model and the Wisconsin 
model is that the German model tracks students into apprenticeship or another career decision at the 
age of 16.  American families would likely not do that; the philosophy is that students are free to 
explore, decide for themselves, and change their mind, if needed.  So, instead of implementing the 
German model, Wisconsin emphasizes youth apprenticeship because it allows students to explore 
careers in construction and decide for themselves whether to pursue construction after high school.  
The bridge program emphasizes that apprenticeship is as valid a career choice as a two or four-year 
degree.  
 
Efforts in information technology will begin soon with the development of a new apprenticeship 
program for Software Developer.  Many companies with developing and coding needs argue it takes 
too long to wait for students to graduate two or four-year universities.  Instead, they prefer to train 
new hires from scratch.  The first occupation to apprentice will likely be Systems Programmer, and 
sponsors will use it to upskill incumbent workers.   
 
Efforts in health care are moving along more slowly.  Two large health care systems will are 
discussing whether to develop an apprenticeship for Medical Assistant.   
 
Karen concluded that WAGE$ will provide lots of apprenticeship information to job seekers and 
business services teams through partnerships with the workforce development boards.   

 
ii.  Expansion Grant 
Similar to WAGE$, this 18-month, $1.5 million grant will develop registered apprenticeships in new 
sectors of the economy and expand certain existing registered apprenticeships.  The new sectors 
include biotechnology and financial services.  The grant goal is to register 427 new apprentices. The 
grant may be renewed for an additional period and award.  
 
Most funding will support increasing the number of women and minority apprentices on major 
construction projects in the Madison and Milwaukee areas.  The Bureau will partner with Employ 
Milwaukee, South Central Wisconsin Workforce Development Board, and contractors to ensure 
women and minorities are accepted and put on the job.  What the data show is that many women and 
minorities apply, less are accepted, and even less are hired.  The grant will determine why they 
weren't hired and then provide remedial training, if needed.  The goal is to ensure women and 
minorities have the skills and support needed to succeed.   
 



The committee commented that many subcontractors, not general contractors, train extensively.  
Karen replied that the Bureau analyzed a lot of data to determine which contractors hired women and 
minorities, how many, and when.  They learned that only a very small cluster of contractors regularly 
hire women and minorities.   
 
Karen concluded that the expansion grant will look at numerous ways to increase the pool of qualified 
applicants for apprenticeship, including more pre-apprenticeship programs and remedial skills 
training.  The goal is to develop high-potential apprentices that show the initiative to apply.  The  
 
The committee asked whether local committees are expected to lower their standards to attract more 
applicants.  Karen replied, no, the grant will work to increase the skills of applicants.  
 
iii.  Accelerator Grant 
Karen explained that the accelerator grant will help strengthen the Bureau's infrastructure by adding 
Apprenticeship Training Representatives (ATRs), providing additional training for all ATRs, and 
upgrading the information management system to streamline the application and data-entry 
processes.    
 
Attendees did not have questions or comments.  
 

 d.  Apprenticeship Completion Award Program 
Owen reminded the committee that ACAP will expire on June 30, 2017.  It is included in the 
Governor's proposed budget for 2017-2018, so the program may be renewed for the next two years.  

 
 e.  Other  

No additional topics were brought forward.  
 
5.   New Business 
 
 a.   BAS personnel update   

Karen reviewed recent personnel changes within the Bureau.   After Joshua Johnson accepted the 
position of Chief of Field Operations, his previous position as Apprenticeship Training Representative 
for Waukesha was vacant.  The new ATR for Waukesha is Richard Badger; he was hired very 
recently, so he may not be working directly with customers for awhile.  The new ATR for Racine is 
Dominic Robinson; he will work with the ABC local committee, too.   The Bureau added a new 
administrative area, Appleton South, due to the increase in new sponsors and apprentices; the ATR 
for the new area is Tim Budda.    
 
Karen added that Governor Walker's proposed budget includes two additional, undesignated 
positions for apprenticeship.  So, if the budget passes as written, the Bureau may receive additional 
staff.   

 
 b.  Become an Apprenticeship LEADER.    

Karen explained that the federal grants will require the Bureau to outreach more to different industries 
as well as different groups of employers within industries that use apprenticeship.  Studies support 
that potential customers respond more favorably to their peers and colleagues, so the Bureau wants 
to take current sponsors along to share the value and benefits of training through registered 
apprenticeship.   
 



The Bureau modifying a national outreach program, LEADERs, created by the U.S. Department of 
Labor.  The application is on the Bureau website.  All stakeholders are encouraged to apply.  Karen 
emphasized that applicants choose their level of involvement.  

 
 c.   Other  
 No additional topics were brought forth.  
 
6.   WTCS Update 

Owen encouraged attendees to read the written update.  He noted that apprenticeship enrollments 
have increased significantly across all technical colleges over the past few years.  

 
7.   Review the program participants.  

Program participants included 76 apprentices and 19 employers with a contract active or  
unassigned on April 24, 2017.   
 
Corey Gall reported that participants in the Local 669 program included 88 apprentices.  He explained 
that Local 669 is registered to the federal apprenticeship program and covers all of Wisconsin except 
four counties.  

   
8.   The next meeting is tentatively scheduled for Thursday, October 12, 10:00 a.m. at Local 183 in  
 Menomonee Falls.  
 
9.   The committee adjourned at 11:35 a.m.  
 
Follow-up Items 
The Bureau will finalize and release YA-RA crosswalk.    
 
 

__________ 
 

Submitted by Owen Smith,  
Bureau of Apprenticeship Standards  



Department of Workforce Development 
Employment and Training Division 
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201 E. Washington Ave., Room E100 
P.O. Box 7972 
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Telephone: (608) 266-3332 
Fax: (608) 266-0766 
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Scott Walker, Governor 
Ray Allen, Secretary 
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April 21, 2017 

 
TO:  State Automatic Fire Sprinkler Fitter Apprenticeship Advisory Committee  
  Members & Consultants 
 
FROM:   Owen Smith, Bureau of Apprenticeship Standards 
  608-266-2491; Owen.Smith@wi.gov  
 
SUBJECT: State Automatic Fire Sprinkler Fitter Apprenticeship Advisory Committee meeting 
 
DATE:  Wednesday, April 26, 2017 
 
TIME:  10:00 AM 
 
PLACE:  Local 183 

W175 N5750 Technology Dr. 
Menomonee Falls, WI   
 

 
TENTATIVE AGENDA 

 
1.   Call to the meeting to order. 
 
2.   Introduce attendees.  
 
3.   Review the roster.  
 
4.   Old Business 
 a.   Review the follow-up items from previous meeting: 
  i.   For action: approve the minutes.  
  ii.  For action: approve the comparison of competencies (crosswalk) with youth apprenticeship 
  iii.  How is accepting ACT scores proceeding? 
  iv.  How is discontinuing specific mechanical-spatial assessments proceeding? 
 b.   Revisions to CFR 29.30 (AA/EEO requirements) 
 c.  American Apprenticeship Grants (WAGE$) 
 d.   Apprenticeship Completion Award Program 
 e.   Other  
 
5.   New Business 
 a.   BAS personnel updates 
 b.   Become an Apprenticeship LEADER  
 c. Other 
 
 

mailto:Owen.Smith@wi.gov


 
  
April 21, 2017 
 
 
6.   WTCS Update  
 
7.   Review the program participants. 
 
8.   Schedule the next meeting.  
 
9.   Adjourn. 
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Apprenticeship 

Regulatory Revisions
Title 29 Part 30

April 2017  

Age of current regulationsWhy now?

Key ChangesRegulations

Next Steps Implementation

Apprenticeship-Equal Opportunity

WisconsinTimeline

Why Update?

• Regulations have not been 
updated in 40 Years

• Will help employers 
attract a larger and more 
diverse pool of applicants

• Clarifying and streamlining the regulations will 
make it easier for sponsors to comply.

• Changes will bring policies in line with current civil 
rights statutes and case law.

 Extends protections against discrimination

 Improves and clarifies affirmative steps to 
ensure equal opportunity in apprenticeship

 Provides flexibility in implementing

 Better defines process for analyzing  workforce 
and setting goals

 Introduces affirmative steps for employing 
people with disabilities in apprenticeship

 Clarifies outreach, recruitment, and retention 
activities



04/06/2017
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Adds additional 
classifications to list of 
protected bases

Age-40 and older

Disability

 Sexual Orientation

Genetic Information

Wisconsin Impact

• Need to update 
Nondiscrimination Pledge

• Apprentice Application
– EEOC Supplemental 

Information

Specific Actions – For All

• Assign responsibility to an 
individual to oversee EEO

• Distribute EEO policy and 
conduct orientation and 
informational sessions 

• Conduct outreach and recruitment 
1) Develop and update a list of recruitment sources
2) Identify a contact at each source
3) Provide recruitment sources with advance notice of 

apprenticeship openings

Anti-harassment obligations

1) Provide anti-harassment 
training

2) Make all facilities and 
apprenticeship activities 
available to all

3) Establish and implement 
procedures for handling & 
resolving complaints

AML1



Slide 8

AML1 Alt, Meredith L, 04/04/2017
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Sponsors with 5 or More

Must have Affirmative 
Action Plan
Similar to current regulations

New tool to perform utilization 
analysis

Must have utilization 
goals

Must engage in targeted 
outreach, recruitment, 
and retention activities

Sponsors with 5 or More

Exemptions
 Programs with fewer than five apprentices

 Sponsors who are meeting their goals

 Sponsors who have AA plan which meets the    
requirements of another governmental agency-
specific cites in the rule.

• Allows the sponsor to use any 
method of entry as long as not 
discriminatory

• Must comply with Uniform 
Guidelines on Employee 
Selection Procedures (UGESP) 
41 CFR part 60-3

• New section addresses 
self-identification of 
people with disabilities
– Three stages

• When applicants apply

• After the applicant has been 
accepted but before begin

• One time thereafter
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Compliance Reviews

• Registration agency will regularly conduct 
compliance reviews with findings back to sponsor 
within 45 days

• If the sponsor is out of compliance, sponsor must 
submit a remediation plan.

CFR § 30.13CFR § 30.13 Wisconsin Impact

Timeline
• By 05/31/2017-Review changes with State 

Committees

• Summer 2017-Draft new rule and hold 
hearing

• Fall 2017-Formal Rule Making

• Winter 2018-Submit Plan to US DOL 
Implementation

Wisconsin Impact

Wisconsin Regulatory 
Structure
• WI Statutes Ch 106-No 

change needed

• DWD 295-Only minor 
changes needed

• DWD 296

• WI Apprenticeship Manual

Karen Morgan, Director

Bureau of Apprenticeship Standards
Department of Workforce Development

karen.morgan@dwd.wisconsin.gov



















 
 

WTCS System-Wide Activity Update for Spring 2017 

 
• WTCS Apprenticeship Completion Report:  The WTCS published the new Apprenticeship 

Completion Report in February 2017 with data from completers from 2014-15.  
http://www.wtcsystem.edu/about-us/wtcs-overview 

o Of 669 apprentice completers surveyed, 263 responded for a 39% response rate.   
o 95% indicated they were employed in the trade for which they received training, down 4% from 

the prior report. 
o Annual median earnings of $67,595 was reported across all sectors, up approximately $1200 

from the prior report.   
o 95% indicated that they were very satisfied or satisfied with their paid-related instruction.  For 

On-The-Job Training, 90% reported they were very satisfied or satisfied. 
o 34% are considering continuing their formal education, up slightly from 31% from the prior 

year’s survey (i.e., Technical Studies Journey Worker AAS, associate degree, bachelor's degree) 
 

• WTCS Apprenticeship Enrollment Trend:  Enrollment across all apprenticeship programs is up 47% 
between 2013 and 2016, far outpacing enrollment growth in non-apprenticeship technical degree and 
diploma programs at the WTCS Colleges.  As of end of academic year 2016, there were 6128 apprentices 
enrolled the Wisconsin Technical College System, unduplicated count.  That is a 14% increase from the 
prior year.  With duplicates, there are 6,633 enrollments.  Confirmed actual enrollment data for the 
2016-17 year will not be available until August 2017. 
 

• System-wide Curriculum:  PRI model Curriculum Standards are established and currently posted for 51 
trades to the WTCS WIDS Repository.  Additional curriculum projects are underway for 2016-17, in 
particular for new apprenticeship programs for Auto Body Collision and Organic Vegetable Farm 
Grower/Manager, as well as those occupations targeted under the WAGE$ grant in Mechatronics and IT-
Software Developer.  Colleges are able to map/create a matrix showing how their curriculum aligns with 
the model standards and to evaluate credits earned.  ATRs regularly use the PRI documents to explain 
and promote learning content to current and potent apprenticeship sponsors. 
 

• Great Lakes Tools of the Trade/WTCS Apprenticeship Scholarships:  The Great Lakes Higher Education 
Foundation once again awarded 200, $1000 scholarships for industrial and construction apprentices. 
Awards were distributed in February 2017. 
 

• Apprentice Direct Instructional Support GPR grants: For 2016-17, the WTCS has allocated up to 
$300,000 in grant funds to support direct instruction for apprentices due to rapidly expanding 
enrollments and opening of new programs and sections.  This continues to reflect a 50% increase in the 
investment of funds available since 2015. 

http://www.wtcsystem.edu/about-us/wtcs-overview
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Refresh Date

This summary counts employers and apprentices with contract(s) active or unassigned on 4/24/2017 in trade(s) associated with this committee.

State Auto Fire Sprinkler Advisory Comm

Sponsor Name
    Trade

Apprentices Employers

Total

Minority Female Union Non- Union

Total
W/Union Appr W/Non-Union Appr

# % # % # % # % # % # %
1 2 3 3a 4 4a 5 5a 6 6a 7 8 8a 9 9a

All Sponsors Total 76 2 2.6 0 0.0 44 57.9 32 42.1 19 10 52.6 9 47.4
ABC of Wisconsin (All) 32 0 0 0.0 32 100.0 9 9 100.0
ABSprinklerfitter (186228102205) 32 0 0 0.0 32 100.0 9 9 100.0
Milwaukee Area Sprinkler Fitter JAC 44 2 4.5 0 0.0 44 100.0 10 10 100.0
MilSprinklerfitter (186228102205) 44 2 4.5 0 0.0 44 100.0 10 10 100.0
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Historical Report by Year
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Refresh Date

Report Period: 2017* and Previous 10 Years

Wisconsin Bureau Of Apprenticeship Standards

*Current year is YTD data as of Run Date: 04/24/2017
Run Date: 04/24/2017
State Auto Fire Sprinkler Advisory Comm
Sponsored Trade Group(s): Construction

Year
Active

Apprentices
Active

Employers
2007 106 19
2008 83 19
2009 75 20
2010 67 18
2011 54 18
2012 47 16
2013 51 17
2014 59 19
2015 62 18
2016 76 18
2017 77 19
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